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KK̄ continuum and isoscalar nucleon form factors
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We analyze the isoscalar vector current form factors of the nucleon using dispersion relations. In addition to
the usual vector meson poles, we account for theKK̄-continuum contribution by drawing upon a recent
analytic continuation ofKN scattering amplitudes. For the Pauli form factor all strength in thef region is
already given by the continuum contribution, whereas for the Dirac form factor additional strength in thef
region is required. The pertinent implications for the leading strangeness moments are demonstrated as well.
We derive a reasonable range for the leading moments which is free of assumptions about the asymptotic
behavior of the form factors. We also determine thefNN coupling constants from the form factor fits and
directly from theKK̄→NN̄ partial waves and compare the resulting values.@S0556-2813~99!02010-5#

PACS number~s!: 14.20.Dh, 13.40.Gp, 11.55.2m
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I. INTRODUCTION

The electromagnetic form factors of the nucleon are f
damental quantities that parametrize the structure of
nucleon as revealed by virtual photons. The understandin
these form factors is not only of importance in any theory
model of the strong interaction, but also serves as an in
dient for precise tests of the standard model, e.g., in
Lamb shift measurements performed recently@1#. In the past,
the form factors have been extracted from elastic electr
nucleon scattering experiments by means of the Rosenb
separation. With the advent of the new continuous be
electron accelerators at Jefferson Lab, Bonn, Mainz, and
KHEF, experiments with polarized beams and/or targ
have become possible. These experiments allow for very
cise measurements of those form factors which are s
pressed in the Rosenbluth separation~see, e.g., Ref.@2#, and
references therein!. In fact, a deviation from the well-
established dipole behavior has recently been observe
Jefferson Lab@3#.

An essentially model independent tool to describe
form factors is given by dispersion theory@4–6#. Based on
analyticity and causality, dispersion relations~DR! relate the
real parts of the form factors to integrals involving the
imaginary parts. The imaginary parts—or spect
functions—contain information on the contributions to t
form factor dynamics made by various states in the hadro
spectrum. The quantum numbers of the current@ I G(JPC)#
restricts the set of states which may contribute. For
isovector electromagnetic current@11(122)#, the lowest
mass states are 2p,4p,6p, . . . , whereas for the isoscala
electromagnetic current @02(122)# they are
3p,5p,7p,2K, . . . ~see Refs.@7,8#!.

In principle, the electromagnetic spectral functions can
obtained from experimental data. In this respect, the lo
mass spectral content of the isovector EM form factor
been well understood for some time. Specifically, the con
bution of the 2p continuum, which is obtained from the ele
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tromagnetic form factor of the pion and the reactionNN̄
→pp, has been determined by Ho¨hler and Pietarinen@9#.
This contribution manifests both a strongr-meson resonance
as well as a pronounced uncorrelatedpp continuum effect
on the left wing of the resonance. The presence of the
correlated continuum implies that the isovector EM for
factors cannot be adequately represented by a simple ve
meson dominance~VMD ! picture@10#. Consequently, the 2p
continuum has been built into the spectral functions for
isovector nucleon form factors@11,12# explicitly. The re-
maining strength in the isovector channel is then para
etrized by three narrow excitations of ther meson.

The situation for the isoscalar form factors is less cle
As in the isovector case, one expects the low-mass state
generate both resonant and nonresonant continuum cont
tions. Historically, the first analyses of these form facto
assumed that the isoscalar spectral functions can be pa
etrized solely by sharp vector meson resonances. Altho
such an approach does not produce the correct singul
structure for the form factors@13#, an adequate fit to EM data
can nevertheless be obtained@11,12#. Such fits require at
least two closely lying resonances~e.g.,v and f! with op-
posite sign residues in order to generate the observed di
behavior of the form factors. A third resonance~denoted by
S8 in Ref. @11#! is included in order to obtain an acceptab
x2. The S8 effectively summarizes higher-mass spect
strength. One surprising implication of the VMD analysis
a large value for thef-nucleon couplinggfNN /gvNN'
21/2. This evidence for significant OZI violation@14# sug-
gests large moments for the strange vector form factors
well @15#.

Subsequent studies have examined the validity of
VMD ansatz for the isoscalar form factors. The authors
Ref. @16# computed the uncorrelated 3p continuum to lead-
ing order in chiral counting. They find no evidence for co
tinuum enhancement as occurs for the 2p contribution to the
isovector form factors.1 The authors of Ref.@17# argued that

1The multipion contributions could, however, be enhanced
resonance effects@18#.
©1999 The American Physical Society04-1
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the VMD analyses neglect important contributions from
correlatedrp resonance which sits on top of the 3p con-
tinuum. It is argued in Ref.@17# that the effect of therp
exchange can be parametrized by a single pole at
5(1.12 GeV)2 with a residue fixed from the Bonn potentia
A fit to isoscalar form factor data, with this effectiverp
singularity included, leads to a significantly small
f-nucleon coupling than obtained in Refs.@11,12#. To the
extent that therp resonance does not couple tos̄gms, one
infers considerably smaller values for the strangeness
ments than obtained in Ref.@15#. It was noted in Ref.@18#,
however, that̂ rpus̄gmsu0& does not vanish, since thef de-
cays to rp 12% of the time. Thus, the inclusion of th
3p↔rp resonance need not imply small strangeness
ments.

In the wake of these analyses, several questions pertai
to the isoscalar EM and strangeness vector current spe
content remain:

~i! Does any evidence exist among EM or strong inter
tion data for large OZI violation in the nucleon?

~ii ! Does the VMD picture give an accurate representat
of the isoscalar EM spectral functions?

~iii ! To what extent does our knowledge of the isosca
EM spectral functions constrain predictions for the stran
quark vector current form factors and their leading m
ments?

In this paper, we address these issues by concentratin
the role of theKK̄ continuum. In analogy to analyses of th
2p-continuum for the isovector form factors, we introdu
theKK̄ continuum into the analysis of the isoscalar ones a
study the nature of thef strength in detail. No additiona
parameters are introduced because this contribution is
tained from an analytic continuation of experimentalKN

scattering amplitudes ande1e2→KK̄ data@8#. In particular
we list the following.

~a! We compare thefNN couplings derived from the
KK̄→NN̄ partial waves with those obtained from the orig
nal VMD analyses of the electromagnetic nucleon form f
tors and comment on the validity of the OZI rule. We fin
that strong interaction data imply large values for thegfNN ,
in disagreement with the conclusions of Ref.@17#.

~b! We refit the isoscalar EM form factors under vario
scenarios used in Refs.@11,12,17# but also including the con
tinuum KK̄ contribution explicitly. Our fits determine th
phase of the latter, which cannot be obtained from stro
interaction ande1e2 data alone, as well as the stable res
nance contributions to the form factors. We find that theKK̄
contribution, which contains af resonance, accounts fo
nearly all thef strength in the isoscalar Pauli form facto
but that additionalf strength is required in the isoscal
Dirac form factor.

~c! Based on the analysis of~b!, we argue that the VMD
approach represents an effective parametrization, but lea
erroneous values for thef nucleon couplings.

~c! We demonstrate the pertinent implications for t
nucleon’s strange vector form factors.

Our discussion of these points is organized as follows
the next section, we briefly review the necessary formal
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and dispersion relations. In Sec. III, we derivefNN cou-
pling constants from theKK̄→NN̄ partial waves of Ref.@8#.
The spectral content of the isoscalar form factors is analy
in Sec. IV. Finally, we demonstrate the consequences of
analysis for pole models of nucleon strangeness in Sec
and conclude in Sec. VI.

II. DISPERSION RELATIONS

The vector current form factors of the nucleonF1(t) and
F2(t), are defined by

^N~p8!u j muN~p!&

5ū~p8!FF1~ t !gm1
iF 2~ t !

2mN
smn~p82p!nGu~p!, ~1!

whereu(p) is the spinor associated with the nucleon st
uN(p)& andt5q25(p82p)2 is the four-momentum transfer
We consider two cases forj m : ~i! the strange vector curren
s̄gms and ~ii ! the isoscalar electromagnetic currentj m

(I 50) .
Since the nucleon carries no net strangeness,F1

s must vanish
at zero momentum transfer, whereasF1

(I 50) is normalized to
the isoscalar electromagnetic charge of the nucle
F1

(I 50)(0)51/2. Both currents couple to the same interme
ate states because they have the same quantum num
@7,8#. We use a subtracted dispersion relation~DR! for F1
and an unsubtracted one forF2 ,

F1~ t !5F1~0!1
t

p E
9mp

2

` Im F1~ t8!

t8~ t82t !
dt8, ~2!

F2~ t !5
1

p E
9mp

2

` Im F2~ t8!

t82t
dt8. ~3!

The lower limit of integration is given by the threshold of th
lightest intermediate state contributing to the form facto
the 3p state. In the VMD analyses of the isoscalar elect
magnetic form factors~see, e.g., Refs.@11,12#!, their imagi-
nary parts are parametrized by narrow vector meson re
nances as2

Im Fi~ t !5p (
j 5v,f,S8

aj
i d~ t2mj

2!. ~4!

For a successful description of the data thev, the f, and a
fictitious third S8 resonance atmS851.6 GeV are needed
Although theS8 can be identified with thev~1600! or the
f~1680! @19#, it effectively accounts for the strength in th
high mass region. With the DR’s, Eqs.~2!,~3!, this leads to
the usual pole parametrizations

F1~ t !5F1~0!1 (
j 5v,f,S8

t

mj
2

aj
1

mj
22t

, ~5!

2Note that in Refs.@11,12# an unsubtracted dispersion relation h
been used forF1 as well.
4-2
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KK̄ CONTINUUM AND ISOSCALAR NUCLEON FORM FACTORS PHYSICAL REVIEW C 60 045204
F2~ t !5 (
j 5v,f,S8

aj
2

mj
22t

. ~6!

The residuesaj
i are then fitted to the form factor data. I

contrast to the isovector nucleon form factors, no continu
contributions are necessary to obtain successful fits. Ba
on these fits, the phenomenology off-v mixing, and the
known flavor content of thev and f, predictions for the
strange vector form factors have been made@15,20,21#.
However, the coupling of theS8 to the strange vector curren
is uncertain. Because the flavor content of theS8 is un-
known, its coupling tos̄gms has been inferred in Refs.@15,
20# from ad hocassumptions about the asymptotic behav
of the strangeness form factors. Unfortunately, the lead
moments of the strange form factors are very sensitive to
assumed asymptotic behavior@21,22#. We present a possibl
solution to this problem in Sec. V. First, we focus on t
KK̄-continuum contribution for isoscalar nucleon form fa
tors.

III. KK̄-CONTINUUM

TheKK̄ contribution to the imaginary part of the isocal
form factors is given by@7,8#

Im F1
(a)~ t !5ReH S mNqt

4pt
2 D F E

&mN

b1
1/2,21/2~ t !2b1

1/2,1/2~ t !G
3FK

a ~ t !* J , ~7!

Im F2
(a)~ t !5ReH S mNqt

4pt
2 D Fb1

1/2,1/2~ t !2
mN

&E
b1

1/2,21/2~ t !G
3FK

a ~ t !* J , ~8!

with

pt5At/42mN
2 , qt5At/42mK

2 , and E5At/2. ~9!

The superscripta denotess or (I 50) for strange and iso
scalar electromagnetic form factors, respectively.FK

a (t) rep-
resents the kaon form factor in the respective channel

^0u j m
(a)uK~k!K̄~ k̄!&5~k2 k̄!mFK

a ~ t !, ~10!

whereas theb1
1/2,61/2 are theJ51 partial waves forKK̄

→NN̄ @7,8#. Once these imaginary parts are determined,
contribution of theKK̄ continuum to the form factors is ob
tained from the DR’s, Eqs.~2!,~3!. For t>4mN

2 the partial
waves are bounded by unitarity,

ub1
1/2,61/2~ t !u<1. ~11!

Equation~11!, however, does not hold in the unphysical r
gion, 4mK

2 <t<4mN
2 . Recently, theb1

1/2,61/2 in the unphysi-
04520
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cal region have been determined from an analytic contin
tion of KN-scattering amplitudes@8#. The resulting partial
waves are shown in Fig. 1. The striking feature is a cl
resonance structure at threshold inb1

1/2,1/2, which presumably
is the f resonance. However, this resonance is not see
b1

1/2,21/2 although it is not forbidden by the quantum numbe
of thef. In a simple resonance model this behavior is rec
ered when the vector (gfNN

1 ) and tensor (gfNN
2 ) couplings of

the f meson to the nucleon are equal and have oppo
signs. This can be seen from the following parametrizatio
@23,8#:

b1
1/2,1/2~ t !5

2qt
2

At

2R1
f

mf
2 2t2 imfGfhf~ t !

,

b1
1/2,21/2~ t !5qt

2
2R2

f

mf
2 2t2 imfGfhf~ t !

, ~12!

with

R1
f 52

2mN

3

gfKK̄

4p S gfNN
1 1

mf
2

4mN
2 gfNN

2 D ,

R2
f 52

2&

3

gfKK̄

4p
~gfNN

1 1gfNN
2 !, ~13!

whereGf is the total width of thef andhf(t)5t/mf
2 @24#.

The fKK̄ coupling is obtained from the partial width of th
f→KK̄ decay@23#

ugfKK̄u54.1060.28. ~14!

We have fitted the expressions from Eqs.~12!,~13! to the
absolute values of the amplitudes from the analytic conti
ation ~see Fig. 1! in order to determine the vector and tens
fNN couplings gfNN

1 and gfNN
2 , respectively. Since the

b1
1/2,61/2 from the analytic continuation contain substant

nonresonant contributions, we only fit the region from t
KK̄ threshold to about 1.5 GeV where thef resonance is
dominating. Furthermore, we forcegfNN

2 52gfNN
1 to im-

prove the stability of the fit. The resulting coupling constan
are given in Table I. We used two scenarios for our fits:~a!
the width of thef is taken from the particle data group@19#
and ~b! the width is fitted together with the coupling con

FIG. 1. b1
1/2,61/2 in the unphysical region 4mK

2 <t<4mN
2 ob-

tained from an analytic continuation ofKN scattering amplitudes
@8#.
4-3
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H.-W. HAMMER AND M. J. RAMSEY-MUSOLF PHYSICAL REVIEW C60 045204
stant. The results for both scenarios agree within the e
bars. Furthermore,gfNN

1 agrees with the value obtained fro
the dispersion analysis of the electromagnetic nucleon f
factors@12#, while the values forgfNN

2 are in variation. The
discrepancy in gfNN

2 is due to our constraintgfNN
2 5

2gfNN
1 . When we omit this constraint,gfNN

2 '4.0 is similar
to the value of Ref.@12#, however, the quality of the fit a
threshold is not satisfactory. The size of thefNN coupling
constants in both scenarios is of the same order as in
analyses and therefore implies a large OZI violation as w

We believe that extracting the coupling constants from
partial waves rather than electromagnetic pole analyses is
more sensible procedure for at least three reasons. Firs
the VMD form factor analyses, one effectively summariz
the sum over a variety of intermediate state contributions
a few sharp resonances. The residues in this case ma
clude the effects of both true resonances as well as nonr
nant continuum contributions.

Second, the EM form factor data exist only in the spa
like domain and, thus, do not manifest any resonance st
ture explicitly. TheKN partial waves, on the other han
have been analytically continued into the time-like regi
where an isolated resonance structure is apparent~see Fig.
1!.

Finally, the resonating contribution from a given interm
diate state may not be adequately represented by a si
VMD ansatz. To see why, consider theKK̄ contributions to

the isoscalar EM form factorsFi
KK̄ . We have also fitted thes

contributions@see Eqs.~7!,~8!# with an effectivef pole

F1
KK̄~ t !5

t

mf
2

g̃fNN
1

mf
2 2t

mf
2

f f
,

F2
KK̄~ t !5

g̃fNN
2

mf
2 2t

mf
2

f f
, ~15!

where f f513 is obtained from the width of the lepton
decayf→e1e2. We find the following effective coupling
constants:

g̃fNN
1 51.3260.01 and g̃fNN

2 52.8660.01. ~16!

The effective couplingsg̃fNN
i are quite different from the

gfNN
i for scenarios~a! and ~b! in Table I. Consequently, we

conclude that theKK̄ continuum is not well represented by
vector meson dominance approximation. Note, however,

TABLE I. fNN coupling constantsgfNN
2 52gfNN

1 as obtained
from a fit of Eqs.~12!,~13! to the partial waves from Fig. 1. Firs
two rows give our results for scenarios~a!: G54.43 MeV @19# and
~b! G516610 MeV from fit. Last row gives the result of Ref.@12#.

Scenario gfNN
1 gfNN

2

~a! 27.461.46 7.461.46
~b! 29.662.44 9.662.44
Ref. @12# 29.1660.23 2.0160.33
04520
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g̃fNN
2 is comparable togfNN

2 as obtained from the pole analy
sis @12#. The reason for this ‘‘agreement’’ will be discusse
in the next section.

In deriving values for thegfNN
i from KN data, we note

that there exist unquantified theoretical uncertainties bey
those quoted in Table I. A more careful treatment of t
b1

l1 ,l2 would have included form factors along with simp
coupling constants in Eqs.~12!,~13!. Ideally, one would want
to follow the lines of Ref.@9# where this has been done fo
the 2p contribution to the nucleon’s isovector form facto
and therNN vertex. However, the latter treatment relie
strongly on the fact that the phases ofpp→NN̄ scattering
and the pion electromagnetic form factor essentially follo
each other because the inelasticities are small. Unfortuna
the situation is more complicated in the kaon case, an
straightforward extension of the method of Ref.@9# is not
possible.

Hence, there is an error bar associated with ourfNN
couplings due to the continuum under the peak which we
unable to quantify at this time. Nevertheless, an import
difference between isoscalar and the isovector case is tha
width of the resonance peak is much smaller in the form
Consequently, nonresonant continuum effects are not lik
to substantially affect the residue for such a pronoun
resonance. This expectation is corroborated by the fact
the coupling constants do not change appreciably with
width @scenario~a! vs ~b!#. Finally, we observe that since th
amplitudes themselves—rather than a parametrization
them—is used in Eqs.~2!,~3!,~7!,~8!, the interpretation of the
b1

1/2,61/2 is inconsequential for the following form facto
analysis.

IV. FORM FACTOR FITS

We now include theKK̄ continuum into the dispersion
analysis of the isoscalar electromagnetic nucleon form f
tors by adding it to Eqs.~5!,~6!. We then refit the residues o
the v, f, andS8 poles. The massesmv

2 50.6115 GeV2, mf
2

51.0384 GeV2, andmS8
2

52.56 GeV2 are fixed@12#. Since
Ref. @8# does not give the phase of theKK̄-continuum rela-
tive to the pole contributions, we determine this phase fr
the fits as well. For simplicity, we do not fit to the exper
mental data but rather to the results of Ref.@12#.3 The fits
indicate a relative phase of 0~p! between theKK̄ continuum
and thev pole contribution forF1 (F2). In fact, it is impos-
sible to obtain a satisfactory fit with a different relative pha
between the two contributions. After having fixed the re
tive phase, we aim to determine how much of the originaf

strength can be accounted for by theKK̄ continuum.
We have performed fits forF1

(I 50) andF2
(I 50) in a number

of different scenarios. We present the following four in d
tail: ~i! v, f, andS8 poles and noKK̄-continuum~see Ref.

3Note that in Ref.@12# all form factors have been fitted simulta
neously. Since we are mainly interested in qualitative features,
deem this procedure here unnecessary.
4-4
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TABLE II. Fitted residuesaV
i for scenarios~i!–~iv!. The residuesaV

i are given in units of GeV2. For the
v andf poles the couplingsgVNN

i 5( f V /mV
2) aV

i with f f513 andf v517 are shown instead of the residu

Scenario gvNN
1 gfNN

1 aS8
1 av8

1 gvNN
2 gfNN

2 aS8
2 av8

2

~i! 21.1 29.7 0.0035 23.36 1.98 20.038
~ii ! 21.2 210.7 20.072 23.31 20.46 20.11
~iii ! 13.1 21.08 23.72 20.142
~iv! 19.1 0.21 21.01 23.42 20.104 20.04
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the
@12#!, ~ii ! v, f, andS8 poles andKK̄ continuum,~iii ! v and
S8 poles andKK̄ continuum,~iv! v, v8, andS8 poles and
KK̄ continuum. Thev8 pole in scenario~iv! is not physical.
It was introduced in Ref.@17# to parametrize the contributio
of the rp continuum obtained from the Bonn potential. W
take the same mass,mv8

2
51.2544 GeV2, as in Ref.@17#.

However, we let the residue free because ourKK̄ continuum
is different from the one used in Ref.@17#. The results of the
fits are shown in Table II. Scenario~i! corresponds to the
original analysis of Ref.@12#. In the other scenarios th
strongf coupling demanded by the data is partially or fu
accounted for by theKK̄ continuum or therp continuum
~modeled by the effectivev8 pole!. Most of the fits give a
similarly accurate description of the form factors from R
@12#. The fit for scenario~iii ! is somewhat poorer becaus
there is one fitparameter less.

We now make several observations based on the fits
particular, thev contribution is very stable in all scenario
However, this is not the case for the residualf and theS8.
Since theS8 is not a physical vector meson but effective
summarizes higher lying strength this is neither surpris
nor alarming.

To understand the role of thef, consider in detailF2
(I 50) :

when theKK̄ continuum is introduced in scenario~ii !, the
fNN coupling is reduced considerably. In fact, in scenar
~iii ! and ~iv! the form factor can be described without af
pole at all. Consequently, all thef strength can be accounte
for by either theKK̄ continuum alone or in tandem with
small, effectiverp-continuum contribution. This is the rea
son why the effective couplingg̃fNN

2 from the previous sec
tion is comparable togfNN

2 from Ref. @12# ~even though the
effective couplingg̃fNN

2 is not the same as the tensor co
pling extracted from theKN partial waves!.

The situation is different, however, forF1
(I 50) : when the

KK̄ continuum is introduced in scenario~ii !, the fNN cou-
pling is almost unchanged. This suggests additional con
butions in thef region that are mocked by theS8 in scenario
~i!. Further evidence is provided by scenario~iii !: removing
the f pole significantly changes the otherwise very sta
vNN coupling by a factor of 2 and leads to a unnatura
large coupling for theS8. If the f, however, is replaced by
thev8 as in scenario~iv!, reasonable couplings for thev and
S8 are obtained. In contrast toF2

(I 50) there appears to be
considerable contribution from therp continuum toF1

(I 50) ,

and thef cannot be accounted for by theKK̄ continuum
alone.
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We conclude that the role of thef in F2
(I 50) is well un-

derstood, and that it cannot be represented by a simple V
structure with the physicalf nucleon couplings. The role o
the f in F1

(I 50) remains ambiguous. This ambiguity stem

from the fact that~a! the KK̄ contribution does not saturat
the spectral function strength in thef region and~b! equally
acceptable fits are obtained whether one saturates
strength either with af pole explicitly or with an effective
rp (v8) pole. Moreover, the flavor structure of the latter
also open to debate, since therp isoscalar EM and strange
ness form factors containf-strength@18,25,26#. We suspect,
nevertheless, that nearly all of the strength int'1 GeV2 re-
gion is due to thef, since the values ofgfNN

1 obtained in
scenarios~i! and~ii ! agree with the values obtained from th
KN partial waves.

V. STRANGE MOMENTS

Finally, we use the fits from above to obtain informatio
on the leading strange moments,

ks5F2
s~0!, and ^r 2&D

s 56
dF1

s~ t !

dt
U

t50

. ~17!

In pole models@15,20,21#, the couplings of thef and v to
the strange vector current are inferred from their known
vor content and coupling to the isoscalar electromagn
current. The ratios of the corresponding pole residues
@15,18#

~av
i !s/av

i 52A6F sine

sin~e1u0!G'20.2, ~18!

~af
i !s/af

i 52A6F cose

cos~e1u0!G'23, ~19!

where the superscripts denotes the residue for the strang
ness form factor,u050.6154 is the ‘‘magic’’ octet-singlet
mixing angle giving rise to pureuū1dd̄ and ss̄ states and
e50.055 deviations from ideal mixing. Since the flavor co
tent of theS8 is not known, its coupling to the strange cu
rent was fixed by an asymptotic condition. Here, we follow
slightly different approach.

We consider scenarios~i! and ~ii ! from Sec. IV corre-
sponding tov, f, andS8 poles without and withKK̄ con-
tinuum, respectively. The residues of thev andf poles have
been obtained from fits to the isoscalar form factors in
previous section. As in Refs.@15,20,21#, we draw upon
4-5
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simple flavor rotation arguments leading to Eqs.~18!,~19! to
determine the corresponding residues for the strange ve

form factors. TheKK̄ contribution is also known@8# and its
phase has been determined from fits to the electromagn
form factors. For illustrative purposes, we also consider s
nario ~iv!, under the assumption that the intermedia
3p↔rp state~parametrized as thev8 in Ref. @17#! does not
couple to s̄gms. Although the latter ansatz is not wel
justified phenomenologically@18,26#, we include it to dem-
onstrate the sensitivity of our predictions to rather extre
assumptions.

The combined contributions from thev resonance,KK̄
continuum, and residualf-strength to the strangeness m
ments are listed in Table III as the ‘‘low-mass’’ values f
the moments. These contributions are strongly constra
by the phenomenology of EM form factor data,KN scatter-
ing phase shifts,e1e2→KK̄ cross sections, and vector m
son flavor content. It is difficult to maintain consistency wi
these phenomenological inputs and evade the low-mass
tribution to the strangeness moments given in Table III. O
might have expected the use of scenario~iv!—where thef
strength is replaced by the effectiverp contribution—to
yield smaller low-mass values. In fact, the low-mass va
for ks under scenario~iv! is similar to the other values in
Table III, since the effectiverp contribution toF2

(I 50) is

negligible and since theKK̄ contribution saturates thef
strength. In the case of^r 2&D

s , the impact is potentially more
significant. If one assumes the resonatingrp do not couple
to the strange vector current, the scenario~iv! prediction for
^r 2&D

s has a smaller magnitude and opposite sign to the
nario ~i! and ~ii ! predictions. The assumption tha
^0us̄gmsurp&50, however, is inconsistent with the phenom
enology off decay, which displays a 13% branch torp. To
the extent that therp vector current form factors ar
f-meson dominated@26#, therp contribution to the nucleon
isoscalar EM and strangeness moments should obey th
lation in Eq. ~19!. Consequently, a more realistic scena
~iv! low-mass value for̂r 2&D

s should be closer to those from
the other scenarios.

The remaining—and dominant—uncertainty is associa
with the higher-mass content of the spectral functions. In
VMD approach, the effect of higher mass states is para
etrized by a singleS8 pole. Whether this pole represents
single resonance with an in-principle well-defined flav
wave function or a sum over a tower of higher mass sta

TABLE III. Low-mass value and reasonable range for the le
ing strange momentsks and ^r 2&D

s as defined in the text.

Moment Scenario Low-mass value Reasonable ran

ks ~i! 20.43 20.39→20.48
~ii ! 20.28 20.15→20.41
~iv! 20.39 20.26→20.51

^r 2&D
s @ fm2# ~i! 0.42 0.42

~ii ! 0.42 0.41→0.43
~iv! 20.15 20.13→20.17
04520
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~viz., KKp, KKpp¯LL̄¯) is uncertain. Consequently, i
the earlier works@15,20,21# its contribution to the strange
spectral function was fixed by requiring specific asympto
behavior (t→`) for the form factors. The choice of thi
condition is somewhat ambiguous, however, and the lead
strange moments vary strongly for different reasona
choices for this condition@21,22#.

We suggest an alternative method to quantify the unc
tainty associated with the unknown higher mass spectral c
tent. First, we argue that a purely hadronic description of
form factors is applicable only for relatively small mome
tum transfers@e.g., utu<a few (GeV/c)2#. From the stand-
point of quark-hadron duality, we would expect a hadron
approach to produce the asymptotict dependence obtaine
from quark counting rules only when a sum over the en
hadronic spectrum is carried out. At present, performing t
sum is not feasible. Consequently, a hadronic framew
should adequately describe the form factor only over a fin
range of momentum transfer, as is used in the fits of
isoscalar EM form factors.

Second, we assume that for each higher mass interme
state, some relation exists between its contribution to
isoscalar EM and strangeness spectral functions. Rou
speaking, the ‘‘maximal’’ relation is given by Eq.~19!:
whatever a state does in the isoscalar EM channel, it d
about three times more strongly in the strangeness chan
States which do not contain resonatingss̄ pairs would give
relatively weaker contributions to the strangeness spec
function. Using a singleS8 pole to characterize the highe
mass spectral content, the largest higher-mass effect w
be given by assuming the ratio of its residues (aS8

i )s/sS8
i is

given by Eq.~19!. We obtain a ‘‘reasonable range’’ for th
strangeness moments by adding and subtracting this max
S8 contribution to the low-mass values in Table III.4 Leaving
the sign of theS8 uncertain allows for the possibility o
cancellations between higher-mass contributions to the
scalar EM spectral function which do not persist in t
strangeness channel.

In Table III we show our results for scenarios~i!, ~ii !, and
~iv! ~under the extreme assumptions for the^0us̄gmsurp&
discussed above!. We observe that both magnitude and si
for ks are relatively robust. Differing assumptions for th
higher mass contribution lead to at most a factor of 2
variation in the magnitude ofks but no variation in the
phase. It is difficult to generate a positive sign forks under
any scenario and maintain consistency with the phenome
logical constraints discussed earlier. The predictions for
strange radius are less certain. Although the reason
ranges for̂ r 2&D

s are generally smaller than those forks, the
low-mass value depends strongly on one’s assumpt
about the 3p↔rp coupling tos̄gms. We emphasize, how
ever, that the result for scenario~iv! appearing in Table III is
likely to underestimate the magnitude of the radius, given
phenomenology off decays.

4Note that the case when theS8 is identified with thev~1600! and
couples according to Eq.~18! is contained in this range.

-
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Should the experimental value for either of the stran
ness moments lie outside our reasonable range by more
one standard deviation, we would conclude that our tre
ment of the higher mass contributions is too naive. In t
respect, the first results forks from the SAMPLE Collabo-
ration@27# are suggestive. It is conceivable, for example, t
states such as theKKp could give resonance enhanced co
tributions to the strangeness form factors but only small
fects in the isoscalar form factors~see, e.g., the initial studie
of higher mass contributions in Ref.@28#!. Such a scenario
might arise from the presence of two opposite sign pole c
tributions to theKKp EM form factor @e.g., v~1600! and
f~1680!# which do not both appear in theKKp strangeness
form factor @e.g.,f~1680! only#. At present, such scenario
remain speculative and await a more detailed analysis of
higher mass strangeness spectral content.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The spectral content of the isoscalar EM form factors
pears to be considerably more complex than that of
isovector form factor. Only recently, for example, has t
connection between continuum and resonant contribution
F1

(I 50) andF2
(I 50) been elucidated@29,8#. In order to address

some of the open questions regarding the isoscalar spe
content, we have drawn upon our previous study of theKK̄
continuum@29,8# in the present reanalysis of the isosca
form factors. The relative phase between theKK̄ contribu-
tion and the vector meson poles has been determined
the electromagnetic fits. We have then refitted the residue
the v, f, and higher mass (S8) poles in various scenarios i
order to determine how much of thef strength demanded b
the data can be accounted for by theKK̄-continuum. Our
main findings are as follows:~a! the relative phase betwee
KK̄ continuum andv pole contribution is 0~p! for F1(F2),
~b! the v contributions to the form factors are stable wi
respect to differing treatments of other contributions,~c! for
F2

(I 50) all of the f strength is accounted for by theKK̄
continuum while forF1

(I 50) additionalf strength~e.g., via

3p→rp→f) is needed,~d! the KK̄ contribution to the
-
er

ce

ys

f

D
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form factors isf-resonance enhanced yet is not well rep
sented by a vector meson dominance approximation.

Furthermore, we have determined thefNN coupling con-
stants from the form factor fits and directly from theKK̄

→NN̄ partial waves. The extracted coupling constants~see
Tables I,II! imply large OZI violation. As observed previ
ously for thevNN couplings@2#, the results of the two meth
ods do not agree. For a variety of reasons discussed ab
we deem it more sensible to extract the couplings direc
from the partial waves.

We have also developed the implications for the lead
moments of the nucleon’s strange vector form factors.
quantify the main uncertainty in this approach by splitti
the leading moments into low-mass and higher mass co
butions. We quote alow-mass valuethat consists of the rea
sonably well knownv, f, andKK̄ contributions. These con
tributions are strongly constrained by isoscalar EM fo
factor data,KN partial waves,e1e2→KK̄ cross sections,
and vector meson octet phenomenology. We also give area-
sonable rangeby considering the scenarios in which the r
maining higher-mass intermediate state contributions,
rametrized by a single vector meson poleS8, couples to
strangeness maximally as thef ~or with an opposite sign!.
We find that both the magnitude and negative sign forks are
rather robust for various scenarios, whereas the predict
for ^r 2&D

s contain more variation. Whether there exist ad
tional higher-mass contributions which would modify o
reasonable ranges for the strangeness moments yet whic
not affect the isoscalar EM form factors remains to be se
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